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Towards a 2◦C world

� Good signs for climate negotiations in Durban and Doha:

� voluntary and binding pledges till 2020;

� binding agreement envisioned after 2020.

� Still many di�culties:

� decarbonizing an economy is costly, especially in a

period of economic crises;

� �nding a global agreement is hard, especially in a period

of highly competitive global markets.



Implications of a 2◦C target

� Huge transformations in the energy system are implied by a

2◦C target (Kriegler et al., 2013; Tavoni et al., 2013; Calvin

et al., 2012; Clarke et al., 2009).

� Technology availability plays a major role on feasibility and

costs (Krey and Clarke, 2011; Kriegler et al., Submitted).

� Need for:

� improving currently known energy technologies;

� creating new technologies altogether.

What is the role of future R&D investments in clean energy
technologies under the challenge of a 2◦C target?



Assessing the role of clean energy R&D

� What is the clean energy R&D gap for reaching 2 degrees?

(Blanford, 2009; Bosetti et al., 2011, 2008; IEA, 2010)

� Given the chances of failure for an inclusive agreement on

emissions reductions, could an innovation agreement o�er

better prospects in the near term than a fragmented

mitigation scenario?

(De Coninck et al., 2008a; Newell, 2008a)

� To what extent should carbon pricing be combined with

policies aimed at fostering innovation?

(Ja�e et al., 2005, 2003)

Goal: �nding updated quantitative answers in the context of
the recent negotiations platforms.



WITCH

Scale global, with the world divided in 13 regions

Economy top-down intertemporal optimal growth model,

dynamic, perfect foresight

Energy bottom-up description of both Electric and Non

Electric energy use: 6 fuel types speci�ed (oil, gas, Coal,

Uranium, traditional and advanced biofuels), and more than 10

technologies for power generation

Endogenous Technical change Learning-By-Doing and

Learning-By-Researching

Climate damage feedback via temperature change

Strategic non cooperative interactions between region with

externalities (environmental, price of exhaustible resources,

technological spillovers, and trade of emission permits)



WITCH technical change and R&D

Through Learning-By-Researching investments, regions can:

� increase the overall energy e�ciency of output

� reduce the costs of a breakthrough carbon-free non-electric

technology (also called backstop), which was calibrated to

match the expected penetration of advanced biofuels in the

transport sector.



WITCH R&D in Energy E�ciency
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WITCH R&D spillovers
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where nHI is the set of OECD countries, representing the

technology frontier.

The contribution of foreign knowledge to the production of new

domestic ideas depends on the interaction between two terms: the

�rst describes the absorptive capacity whereas the second

captures the distance from the technology frontier.



WITCH R&D in the Backstop
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Scenarios framework

Scenario Description

Base No climate policy

Base-no-backstop No climate policy, no backstop

RefPol Copenhagen pledges extrapolated till end of century

StrPol Like previous, but with a more stringent interpretation of pledges

RefPol-450 RefPol till 2020, then a global mitigation commitment

such that the 2◦C target is reached with 70% chances

RefPol-500 Like previous, but with 50% chances of reaching the target

RefPol2030-500 Like previous, but with global commitment delayed till 2030

450 Like RefPol-450, but with immediate global commitment

500 Like RefPol-500, but with immediate global commitment

RD-deal2030-500 Like RefPol2030-500, where RefPol is replaced with

immediately high R&D e�orts

RD-deal2040-500 Like previous, but with global commitment delayed till 2040

450-coop Like 450, but technological spillovers are fully internalized

500-coop Like 500, but technological spillovers are fully internalized



Clean Energy R&D Gap



R&D Deal vs Fragmentation



Beyond Carbon Pricing



Policy Rank



Conclusions

� The gap between optimal energy R&D investments of a world

with and without stringent climate concerns lies in the order

of $50 billions per year in the next few decades, and $80

billions per year for the second half of the century.

� A clean energy R&D climate deal, which is meant to

replace early Copenhagen commitments with early high R&D

investments e�orts, allows to postpone the costs of

stabilizing the climate later in the century, without incurring

in noticeably higher costs, unless global cooperation is delayed

after 2030.

� In de�ning the policies to achieve the 2◦C target at a

minimum cost, fostering innovation should not be ignored.

In our setting, 5% of undiscounted GDP losses can be avoided

if proper subsidies to R&D are mobilized.
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